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  Introduction 
- We had proposed RENO project in 2005. 

– The project had been approved and started in 2006. 

- We had started to construct the civil facility and finished it   
  in the south western area  between year 2008  and 2009. 

- We had started to construct the detector 2009, and we will  
  reach final line in this year. 

– The goal of this experiment is to search the θ13 parameter in  
   more definte limit.  



  RENO Facility 
- I had been focused on the facility till now. So I will review the pr
ocess of the construction in some pages.  
-  We had been to be difficult to start constructing because of 
    anti-nuclear-societies. 
    many officer in charge. 
    many document and agreement in relation. 
 But we could had done something! 

- Civil constuction 
- Detector design 



  Located in the west coast of southern  
    part of Korea 
   (全羅南道 靈光郡 弘農邑 (株)韓國水力原子力 附近地域) 
  ~400km from Seoul 
  6 reactors are lined up in roughly equal distances 
     and span ~1.3 km 
  Total average thermal output ~16.4GWth  

     (2nd largest in the world) 

YongGwang Nuclear Power Plant 



Civil construction(overburden)  

Far Mountain is 200m in height  

450 mwe  

Far experimental tunnel  

Near experimental tunnel  

EAB bounda
ry 

Hill is 70m in height  

The Ground 20m in sea level  

Ground is 30m in sea level  

Near tunnel is nonfree to enterance  

Far tunnel is free to enter   

110 mwe  

(Inside of EAB boundary)

(Outside of EAB boundary) Wing tunnel is  used for 
LS system apparatus no
w 



Civil construction(Geological survey)  

By these surveys



Safety ratio is about 10 in RENO tunnel 

Civil construction(Rock quality and tunnel safety)  

These are  1st classes

We could have had good rock to excavate



RENO detector(construction)  



RENO detector(Buoyancy of the Detector) 

If the detector will be filled with liquid material, 
Buoyancy will be balanced by structure material slightl
y

small
weight!



  RENO status 

- In order to reach final, all part is bei
ng gathering and assembling in the 
near and far tunnel.  

-Working in now 
-Electronics 
-Electronics and DQA 
-Gd Loaded Liquid Scintillator 
- RENO Event Display 
-Constructing the Veto Tyvec Frame 
-PMT setup 



   PMT setup(holder assembly, mounting, cable running) 
   VETO Tyvek setup (frame constuction, Tyvek frame setup) 
   Gd Loaded Liquid Scintillator 
   ( Arclyic mixing tank fabrication, Gd-LS production)  
   LS mixing and storage tank 
  ( Fabricating Stainless/Arclyic storage tank and setup)  
   Electronics Hut & Control Room 
   Electronics setup  
   DAQ( computer, harddisk, networking, Run Control setup) 
   Calibration system 
   (PMT T & Q, energy calibration, pedestal, PMT gain & uniformity,  
    vertex resolution, .... ) 
   - Glove Box  
   - 3D robot arm  
   - 1D calibration system 
   - Laser calibration system 
   Monitoring system  
  (PMT performance, trigger rate, data stream, HV, temperature, pedestal  
   data... ) 

Working in now 



  We use SK new electronics
(all hardwares are ready)

Conceptual design of the system

Electronics 



Electronics and DAQ 



Gd Loaded Liquid Scintillator 

  Recipe of Liquid Scintillator 

Aromatic Solvent WLS Gd-compound 
LAB PPO + 

Bis-MSB 
0.1%  Gd+TMHA 

(trimethylhexanoic acid) 

  0.1% Gd compounds with CBX (Carboxylic acids; R-COOH) 

    - CBX :  MVA (2-methylvaleric acid),  TMHA (trimethylhexanoic acid) 

CnH2n+1-C6H5 (n=10~1
4)



•  High Light Yield : not likely Mineral oil(MO) 
•  replace MO and even Pseudocume(PC) 
•  Good transparency  (better than PC) 
•  High Flash point : 147oC  (PC : 48oC) 
•  Environmentally friendly  (PC : toxic) 
•  Components well known (MO : not well known) 
•  Domestically available: Isu Chemical Ltd. (이수화학) 



RENO Event Display 

(These figures are about muon tagging as GUI example)  



Constructing the Veto Tyvec Frame(last weeks July, 2010)  

Will set up veto PMT in late season 

Tyvec 

Will set up veto Tyvec in late season Tyvec frame install  

Veto PMT  Tyvec frame  

We will prepare many piece of  Tyvec 26.4m in wide. And we will do very fine stitching) 

This is frame  

Drilling   

26.4m



PMT setup(3rd, 4th weeks, Aug, 2010) 

Assembling PMT holder with mu-metal 
Near 354 ea, Far 354 ea  

Using  the bridge for setting up 
Two weeks needed 

A kind of elevator and 
Easy to access in buffer and veto 
Effective to setup a round type detector  



  Location of the RENO detector  
- We must get detailed relative coordinate.  
-  I will present some coordinate, and we try to… 

-  I have received interesting  proposal for presenting the north korean  
  nuclear explosion  from Prof. Suekane (Detecting potential by RENO).  

-  I did considered the problem simply. 



-We could not approach to the position informatio
n of reactors untill now. 
-Reactor position is controlled by  
 NIS(National Intelligence Service, 國家情報院).
  it is difficult to get information!  
-But we will try to approach to the information as 
soon as possible.  

Precision in measuring 
25cm/9.3 km   2.69 x 10-5 =0.00026%

By combined traverse

Nat’l Point

Far site

Near site



Hirosima’s Little boy(12.5kt) Nakasaki’s Fatman(20kt)  

First test(2006
) 

Second test(2009) 
~4.6 kt : guessed by a korean news agency 
~ 20 kt:  guessed by a foreign news agency 
In here, we assume half value  
12.5 kt:  same with Hirosima’s value 

0.8 kt 

Nuclear weapon’s test of North Korea



~600km 

咸鏡北道 吉州郡 
Approximation flux from explosion

Number of Neutrino: 

Distantace: from Gilju to YongGwang: 600km 

Gilju

Acceptance:   target area/r^2 
                   target area of 16t → 9m2  
                   target area of 2kt → 270m2 

                            target area of 50kt → 1400m2               

We calculate all value roughly 

RENO detector size is too small to detect north korea nuclear explosion!  

Number of  
Neutrino Distance Acceptance flux Number of Prot

on 
Cross secti
on Number of Event 

RENO16ton 
(same with RENO Target)  1.00E+25 6.00E+05 1.99E-12 1.99045E+13 1.00E+30 1.00E-46 0.00199045 

2kt 1.00E+25 6.00E+05 5.97E-11 5.97134E+14 1.25E+32 1.00E-46 7.46417197 　  ~4 
50kt 
(same with SK)

1.00E+25 6.00E+05 3.36E-10 3.36164E+15 1.00E+33 1.00E-46 336.16419 　 ~115 

Cross section: 1.00E-46 m2 in 3MeV 

-Explosion of 14 kg U235 happen during 990ns 
-We must discriminate the signal of the events 

If there is 2kt or 50kt in this area  

Approximation



Signal discrimination 

990ns
(explosion time)

?

- Positron signal is expected to be 
  appear simultaneously 
- Delayed signal is ? 

- If we want to detect the signal,    
  we need more definite study    
  (In more larger detector size!!)       



 Summary 
- RENO is suitable for measuring q13  (sin2(2q13) > 0.02) 
- Target and Gamma catcher were installed. 
- RENO is under assembling phase. 
- Data–taking is expected to start in end 2010 
-  International collaborators are being invited. 
- We also wish to do some research in the field of  the AAP in Korea.  



Thank you for listening!  


